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Abstract
Failure to understand, identify, and manage risk is often cited as a major cause of IT problems. While the project is the preferred level of analysis in most IT risk management research, IT is becoming increasingly infrastructural, and there is therefore a need to adapt risk strategies beyond the project level. In this paper, we explore how risk management practices in a successful IT service provider group emerged over time as the group coped with infrastructural dynamics and complexities. Drawing on Orlikowski’s practice lens, we investigate actual practices and possible options related to risk management as rapid technological and organizational changes resulted in increased infrastructure management challenges for the IT service provider. Our research contributes to the IT risk management literature by applying risk theory to service management in the infrastructural domain and by moving beyond the project as level of analysis.

1. Introduction
Over the past several decades, information technology (IT) has become one of the most powerful factors shaping firm level processes and services and IT capability has therefore become both strategically and operationally essential to contemporary firms [1]. Following the increasing importance of IT in contemporary firms, there is growing consensus among researchers that IT strategy should be understood as cross-functional as it encompasses products, processes, and human resources, and is intertwined with corporate strategy [2].

Despite the strategic potential of IT, recent research shows how even the most proficient managers have difficulty handling IT as an organizational resource. They use decision milestones to anticipate outcomes, risk management technologies to prevent disasters, and sequential iteration to make sure everyone is performing according to plans. Still, a review of the IT risk management literature indicates how the factors affecting IT project outcomes have not been systematically examined [4]. To date, prior research has mainly focused on empirically categorizing the sources and types of risks associated with IT projects to better prioritize and assess the exposure and losses that may result (e.g., [3], [4]). Failure to understand, identify, and manage risk is often cited as a major cause of IT project problems such as cost and schedule overruns, unmet user requirements, and the production of IT systems that do not provide business value [3], [5]. While various risk checklists (e.g., [3]) and frameworks (e.g., [6]) have been proposed, the key dimensions associated with IT risk – including assessments of project performance on the one hand, and assessments of performance beyond the project timeline on the other hand – remain largely on the project level of analyses. There is thus little knowledge on how risks are managed in relation to contemporary infrastructure issues. However, it has become increasingly critical to understand how IT is intertwined with already existing systems, practices, mitigating and satisfying the diverse needs of a larger number of actors (see e.g., [7]).

For these reasons, this paper is focused on the emergence of side-effects, paradoxes, ambiguity and general difficulties in dealing with IT risks in the context of infrastructure management. Against this backdrop, our research question is: how do IT professionals identify and manage risks emerging from evolving IT infrastructures?

We have investigated these issues through a case study at Weligo, a large IT consultancy firm. Using semi-structured interviews, documentation and workshops and drawing on Orlikowski’s practice lens approach, we have explored the emergence of risk identification and management practices by a team of IT professionals over a period of ten years [8]. We also
investigate the formal project risk management method at Weilgo to understand it shaped the team’s identification and management of risks. Weilgo is one of Sweden’s largest IT consultancy firms with 37 offices throughout the country. At one of these, we studied a team that successfully has provided infrastructure services for over a decade. The team has faced technological, organizational and environmental changes impacting the ways in which it worked to ensure continuous success. As part of a consultancy firm, practically all work being done by the team is based on billable hours within the scope of management, maintenance or development projects. As a result, team members always have to contribute to the project at hand in the best possible way, making long term, cross-project issues difficult to manage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents our research approach. This is followed by a section presenting relevant literature on software risk management, information infrastructure and Orlikowski’s practice lens approach. We go on to present the enacted risk management practices by the Weilgo development team, divided in three phases in accordance with the evolving infrastructure. Finally, we discuss the results along with implications and conclusions.

2. Method

This is an interpretative case study with data collection in the form of semi-structured interviews and a workshop [9]. The study is hence based on the respondents’ perceptions and the interpretation of the researcher [10]. The study involved five initial interviews with people at Weilgo, complemented by a total of six follow-up interviews with the three key members of the team. Furthermore we have accessed e-mail documentation spanning the ten year period, as well as other documentation in the form of agreements, presentations and project documentation (see table 1 below for more details). In addition, one of the researchers is an industrial PhD student working for Weilgo. We thus had dual goals for the research project; to contribute to research as well as to improve practice. To bridge these dual goals, we adopted Mathiassen’s recommendation to organize projects as a loosely coupled system of agendas; as a shared space in which research efforts and practice initiatives can blend in a fruitful way [11]. We started the research process with a workshop, in order to make sure the dual goals were aligned, and after the interviews completed, we transcribed, analyzed, and reported back the findings to Weilgo, again to validate that the dual goals were met.

The idea of addressing the link between the evolving infrastructure and the ways in which risk management practices have evolved was triggered by the discussion in the workshop with Weilgo staff. Managers at the top level and functional level attended the workshops. The data collected in the interviews covered many different areas of interests as we strived to contribute to the team’s solution of a real-world problem. The interviews were guided by the constructs of infrastructure and emergent risks and were conducted as an iterative process towards saturation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Description of the data sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Sources</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formal interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-ended, semi-structured interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project and maintenance contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting Minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email conversations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data analysis was performed by first reflecting upon the respondents’ answers and then clustering these into similar themes using atlas.ti software for coding purposes. Atlas.ti was also used to sort, search and code the documents. After results were reported back to Weilgo in the form of a report, a follow-up meeting was arranged where the results were discussed. The purpose with the report was to create understanding for whether or not the findings were correctly interpreted.

3. Risk Management

Risk management is about uncertainty regarding future events. Thus, risk management issues regarding the development and use of IT has been, and still is, a relevant topic in IS research and practice alike. There is a rich and differentiated literature on risk in our field, of which a large part is focused on software risk management and software development projects [3], [4], [5], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19]. Most of the IS research on risk emphasize the adverse effects of risk and offer ways of identifying, and, ultimately, by the use of heuristics, techniques and tools to mitigate them. Carlo et al. note that most research has not gone beyond identifying risk factors to look at risk and control strategies at a behavioral level in socio-technical systems [20]. Furthermore, the project is the main level of analysis, considering external events, processes, and stakeholders as environmental factors [3], [4], [6], [19]. However, as IT becomes an increasingly infrastructural technology [7], [21] the relationship between IT and risk gets more complicated. Increased integration leads to more complexity, which in turn leads to new kinds of risks [22]. Hence, the need to go beyond the narrow system rationalism through a contingent, contextual and multivariate view on software risk management is recognized [14], [16]. The turbulence of business contexts, the diversity and multiplicity of stakeholders, and the evolution of information infrastructures invite researchers to reflect on the dynamics and complexities involved in the risk management approaches best suited for such complex and heterogeneous environments [16].

A useful approach to risk emergence in larger socio-technical networks has come from the work on infrastructure in IS research. Considering IT as information infrastructure rather than as information systems has become increasingly common in the literature (e.g. [23], [24], [25], [26]). In contrast to information systems, infrastructures are typically described as heterogeneous assemblages of technical and social components [25], [27]. In this research, risk plays an important part. Ciborra et al. discuss how the infrastructural character of IT contributes to new, surprising risks [24]. Also, the work of Beck [28] and Giddens [29] on risk is ushered in to the realm of IS research, and information infrastructure theory, by Hanseth (see e.g. [30]) where it is used to explain and understand side effects and unintended consequences challenging the efforts of gaining increased control and rationalization. This literature on risk in information infrastructure theory challenges the notion of risk predominant in IS research, and we share Hanseth’s concern over the way in which risk is traditionally managed and agree that we need to reconsider risk as a whole [31]. This position is consistent with Carlo et al.’s call for IS researchers to look beyond the functional project level risks to carefully explain how risks emerge and are contained in larger sociotechnical networks [20].

4. Enacted Risk Practices

Drawing on Orlikowski's practice lens approach [8], we explore the risk identification and management enacted by a team over a ten year period, during which time the technology becomes increasingly infrastructural. Enactment is central to Orlikowski’s approach to study technology in organizations [8]. Enactment refers to the practices of technology users as they appropriate specific technology features and produce structured patterns of action through repeated behaviors. Structures are embedded neither in organizations nor technology, and technological consequences are enacted by users rather than determined by features of the technology. Given that there are few if any causal effects [8], [32], IT is seen as an ingredient in social processes that may reflect dialectical forces operating both to promote and to oppose social change. The more malleable the technology, the greater the latitude enjoyed by users to enact social structures and work practices.

Weilgo is large IT consultancy firm with a considerable range of services, resources and products. The observed team belongs to the Application Management Department, which develops
provides services and resources rather than products. As an IT service provider, the team can develop and manage an application code base to be adapted for different customer implementations. Keeping the implementations as standardized as possible allows for easier code base management. All development and management is carried out within the scope of projects. We describe the risks they have identified, and how they have managed them, since the formation of the team in early 2001. The risks and risk management approaches enacted by the team span three different phases, characterized by the technological and organizational context in which the team acted. We have organized the following description in accordance with these phases. For each phase, we discuss the enactment of risk management practices. We conclude the analysis by presenting the formal risk management scope and techniques offered by Weilgo as a tool to ensure project risk management.
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**Figure 1 The risk management process at Weilgo**

There is a standard for risk management at Weilgo. The risk management framework is divided into four processes. The prime process is focused on general business/assignment support, whereas the three additional sub processes focus on specific risk areas: Information Security Review, Financial Review and Technical Review. Every proposed project where Weilgo have some kind of delivery commitment goes through the same procedure in order to ensure project quality and success. The risk management process consists of six steps, each targeting phases in the delivery process - from bid to project delivery. Weilgo’s risk management framework does not stipulate the use of certain methods at all times, but give room for using various types of methods for risk assessment dependent on the type of assignment, size or risk exposure of the assignment. There are cases though when it is mandatory to use Weilgo’s internal method (PRM).

Despite being detailed and thoroughgoing, the PRM documentation and questionnaires is concerned with and covers risks related to building new technology and does not cover if and how code in the project in question relates to previous or future projects. The PRM view of risk is primarily as financial risk, and its use in the organization is mainly to decide the project’s price tag. The higher the financial risk for Weilgo, the higher the price. It does not help raise risk issues falling outside of the scope of the isolated project, nor does it cover issues that fall within Weilgo’s organizational borders. Furthermore, when agreed upon by a quality controller and the project group, the PRM is very seldom seen again by the project participants.

### 4.1. Phase 1: Tailor Made Technology

In early 2001, Weilgo was contacted by customer Alpha with a very specific idea about what kind of IT solution it needed. Alpha was a rapidly growing company, and most of the growth was a result of acquisitions, which resulted in a need for them to keep track of inventory and to find an efficient way to establish who had access to what in terms of information, systems, and processes. Alpha turned to Weilgo with an idea of using the Active Directory (AD) technology to address their challenges. Microsoft’s AD is basically a catalogue which can structure and hold information, primarily about resources and security (access control). By using AD, Alpha hoped to come to grips with their information management problems. However, AD was a new technology and there was no readily available way of effectively managing the AD content. This was the major challenge for the team to tackle.

At the time, the Weilgo office consisted of only ten employees, of these two consultants were allocated as resources to this project. This was the starting point of the team. Over a period of five months they developed a console application for managing the AD using a beta version of Microsoft’s .Net environment. They worked on the customer’s site, in close contact the customer. The end result was an application called Tool which allowed the administrators at Alpha to manage the content of the AD. The application was tailor made in two respects. It was developed directly in accordance with the customers expressed needs, and it was developed with the sole purpose of managing AD catalogue objects.

During the implementation phase, Alpha was bought by a large, multi-national company, and the requirements changed to include a demand for any user to be able to interact with the AD. This coincided with Exchange server, and Outlook, increasingly becoming the standard solution for managing address information.
in many organizations. Since Microsoft integrated AD and Exchange, the team made the decision to widen the scope of the Tool to include management of address information. This allowed them to market the Tool to a wide variety of organizations, provided they used Microsoft Exchange. At the time, the Weilgo office operated at a local level, making it important for the team to cater to a wide variety of potential customers. During the two years that followed, the two members of the team focused on selling the Tool by spending a lot of time at sales meetings with potential customers. The successful sale of Tool ensured that the members of the team survived layoffs at Weilgo in the wake of the recession in the Swedish economy.

The main risks in this phase were technological since AD was relatively new and Microsoft did not at this point offer an application for managing AD objects. By closely monitoring Microsoft’s development and use of AD and related technologies, the team was able to adapt the scope of Tool at an early stage to encompass address information management. This was an important step in developing a more generic solution, thus increasing the number of potential customers. To extend their reach beyond a local level, the team also started to market Tool internally at Weilgo, actively looking to be part of projects initiated and run by other Weilgo offices.

4.2. Phase 2: Building Infrastructure Services

In 2004 a further decoupling from AD was made when the team decided to use a MIIS server (Microsoft Identity Integration Server) as a layer between Tools and the underlying systems, thus connectivity was increased. This version of Tool was chosen as the interface and workflow engine between a new internal service and the central Weilgo services offered to the firm’s customers. The internal service functioned as a back-end service offering e.g. Service Desk resources, administration of mailbox accounts, access management. Tool was established as an integration technology internally at Weilgo. The use of the MIIS server increased flexibility, and although still basically a console application it was adapted to function in a larger, more heterogeneous, environment. There were competing products offering similar functionality, and the choice of Tool hinged to a large extent the team’s relationship with Weilgo actors in strategically important positions. These relationships had been established while the team members promoted Tool internally. Since Weilgo is a multi-national company, this was a larger project than the group was used to.

The focus on external sales gave way for setting up the roll-out and maintenance schemes for the new service. Members of the team also secured positions in the support and maintenance organization. Although Tool offered functionality initial acceptance by end users at Service Desk was relatively low due to the application interface. During this time a new team member arrived, and team roles were articulated. The new member assumed the role of project manager, and one of the original members was appointed IT architect. These roles helped focus the team’s efforts as a need to manage the relationship with central services became important.

In the wake of the internal Weilgo project the team decides to rethink and redesign Tool. New generations of AD and connected technologies had opened up for new possibilities. The team made use of vision documents from Microsoft in their efforts and some important development decisions were made in accordance with those visions. The team focused on the possibility to support organizational processes. Building the application from a process support point of view entailed focus on connectivity and configurability. To mark this shift the application was renamed “Primus”. The application focused on efficient integration of all systems depending on an AD or a meta-catalogue. The team marketed Primus as an integration platform, and the new interface was designed to be configurable to the needs of the end users to a much larger extent than before, the end users being a more heterogeneous category than was the case before.

All previous development had been accomplished within development projects paid for by customers, but the initial development of Primus was paid for by the team themselves, with small resources allocated by their local Weilgo office. This allowed them to develop the application free from outside requirements. Before Primus was completely developed financial issues at the office forced the team to turn their attention to other projects. To keep developing Primus the team followed the same strategy as with Tool. With every Primus implementation they tried to keep the code base as standardized as possible, making incremental changes in accordance with their initial ideas about the application properties.

4.3. Phase 3: The Portfolio Approach

By 2008 the customer base for the team has shifted. Although still working towards external customers, the team focuses mainly on being part of larger deliveries by Weilgo on a central level. To establish Primus as
the standard integration platform in Weilgo central service deliveries was seen as essential in order to ensure continuous project opportunities for the group. By participation at sales meetings and through Primus presentations at meetings and workshops internally at Weilgo the team works hard at establishing contacts with key players in the large projects. Team put effort in convincing other Weilgo departments that Primus is a better choice than the other, competing, technologies found on the market as well as within the Weilgo organization, thus becoming the go to technology in major service deliveries.

The need to establish good relationships within other departments became increasingly important. Primus’s functionality made it useful in different kinds of projects, a lot of them initiated by the Infrastructure Management department as they were a key actor in large-scale outsourcing project deliveries. As part of a larger project the team is not in control over the relationship with the external customer. In these circumstances the team worked with two different sets of requirements, one from the central service and another from the external customer. As a consequence the project manager’s role as representative in the larger project group became increasingly important, as well as the inclusion of new team members to manage the dual sets of requirements.

During a large implementation project in early 2009 the customer requested an end user portal in addition to the use of Primus as administrative interface for the internal Weilgo service delivery. The team was appointed to develop the end user portal which was to become the interface used by customer’s employees, thus work on the Portal began in the spring of 2009. They decided to treat this as a separate project and not as a part of the Primus service delivery project. This was not an obvious choice since the Portal essentially consisted of a new interface to Primus without its own logic. By decoupling the interface from the Primus application logic it became highly configurable to the end user’s preferences and needs without the constraints of the underlying layers. The Portal project ran parallel to the Primus project in what had now become an implementation programme.

After passing the test period the Primus project was suddenly terminated by the programme management. In an unrelated project the internal Service Desk at Weilgo decided to go with a competing technology for their administration of employee information and access control. Since Service Desk was an important part of the central service delivery, and organizationally situated in the same company that owned the programme, Primus was out. The Portal project, although building on the Primus workflow and integration logic, was unaffected.

For the Team, the risks in this phase are mainly of organizational character. The technology was established and they had an installed base of applications and code that was flexible enough to be adapted to different contexts with only minor development efforts. The key for the team was being able to anticipate and respond to project and central service requirements, even in projects that they were not part of. The organizational context became increasingly heterogeneous, dynamic and complex. Project decisions had ramifications well beyond the scope of the actual project, departmental interests played a part in the projects and the needs and requirements of large customers affected the standard services at Weilgo. By decoupling the layers of technology they created a portfolio of applications allowing them to be agile in a dynamic environment.

5. Discussion

Drawing on Orlikowski’s (2000) practice lens framework, we have investigated the actions of the team in terms of risk management, rather than starting with viewing these practices as appropriation of formal risk management strategies. This allowed us to analyze how the team enacted emergent structures through recurrent interaction with the evolving infrastructure. The practice lens approach also allowed us to go beyond the project level of analysis. Scant attention has been directed beyond the project level in the IT risk management literature, and our effort is therefore an effort to do so. The formal risk management procedure at Weilgo, although rigorous, did not help capture the whole range of risk management practices enacted by the team over the three phases. As the infrastructure evolved through technological, organizational and social changes, so did the risks the team identified, and as complexity increased so did the divergence between the enacted risk practices and the formal ones. Looking at the actual risk practices, they were influenced by actors, events, and technologies far beyond the scope of the traditional risks emerging from single, isolated projects.

In the first phase, risks were mainly technological as the technology they worked with (AD) was new and immature in the sense there was no readily available way to meet customer requirements. Keeping close track of Microsoft’s development of AD and related technologies was a vital strategy for the team to ensure
long term sustainability of the Tool. During this phase the risk management method at Weilgo (PRM) offered considerable support as it helped the team to identify technological risks. One premise behind PRM is that the technology in the project is new to Weilgo, which clearly was the case for the team in this phase.

By encompassing address information management, the team broadened the potential customer base, keeping the team safe from layoffs in the wake of the economic recession. Marketing Tool internally at Weilgo’s other offices and departments in order to further widen their market and project participation was an important strategy, which later on also paved the way for the choice of Tool in Weilgo’s internal back-end service. This kind of risk management however, was not covered in the PRM but played an important role in the trajectory of the team and their technology. It supports the view by Carlo et al (2004) that risk and control strategies at a behavior level in socio-technical systems are important.

The second phase focused on building infrastructure services and increasing connectivity through standardization and a focus on application flexibility. The team redesigned their application with support for organizational processes in mind, developing it as an infrastructure gateway with increased integration capabilities. If the service in phase one was closely connected to technology, it was now built and marketed as an integration application servicing organizational processes much more independent of the systems and technologies it interconnected. Although the IT in this phase was more mature, a close eye on the trajectory of Microsoft’s technology development was important for the team as they continued to develop their code base, and services, in a way that made them competitive both within Weilgo and with external customers.

As the character of the technology shifted towards the infrastructural new kinds of risks were identified and managed by the team. These, however, fell outside of the scope of the PRM. The complexity increased further as the team became part of large scale projects competing internally at Weilgo to establish Tool and Primus. Securing positions in support and maintenance between projects also contributed to the team’s trajectory. Furthermore, Primus was developed outside the scope of customer projects. This supports the claim by Carlo et al that we need to look beyond the functional project level of analysis to address questions of how risks emerge in larger socio-technical networks [20]. It is also in contrast with the idea that external events, processes and stakeholders are viewed as environmental factors [3], [4], [6], [19].

In the third phase, the technology was standardized and established and the team had developed an installed base of code allowing them to make customer adaptations with only minor development efforts, the team’s focus turned to manage organizational risks. As the organizational context at Weilgo became increasingly heterogeneous and dynamic, and central service deliveries became increasingly important, the team needed to adapt their risk management strategies. By decoupling the layers of technology they created a portfolio of applications, thus enabling them to act with agility as conditions changed. The main risks in this phase fall outside of the scope of single, isolated projects. The formal risk management at Weilgo is in this phase insufficient to offer any support in the identification and management of these risks.

This highlights the claim by Schmidt et al that researchers need to reflect on risk approaches in heterogeneous environments [16]. It also contrasts an approach to risk management that aims to provide ex ante risk checklists and mitigation methods. The need to move beyond the project level of analysis is further highlighted by the risks management practices enacted in this phase. This support the view of risk offered by literature on information infrastructures [24], [30], [31], but also extends risk management literature by examining risk practices enacted in such an environment rather than using risk as a means to investigate and explain side effects and unintended consequences.

While providing infrastructure services for, and in, a heterogeneous and dynamic context, the team managed the risks they identified within the scope of more or less isolated projects. These projects were units with their own requirements, resources, actors and clearly defined borders. More often than not, these project were not set up or controlled by the team, even so, they constituted the main vehicles through which the team realized their management strategies for all risks – including those not concerning the project as such. As service providers, the team develops and manages application code bases rather than developing products, and the only way for the team to do that is through projects in which they always have to focus on customer’s requirements. This being the case, long term direction and development of the applications will almost always be incremental and challenging.

A key challenge in infrastructure adaptation is balancing user value while maintaining a stable standard in infrastructure adaptation (Rönnbäck et al.,
In order to keep the application code base manageable and in line with their visions, the team strove for a high degree of standardization in implementation, at the same time they were obliged to meet customer requirements in order to get the order in the first place. Meeting these dual goals affected the way in which they work within projects, requiring ongoing balancing of project value with long term application and service development. In this way, by moving beyond the project as the level of analysis for risk management, we extended IT risk management theory by showing how risks not concerned with projects have important consequences for the way in which project participants work. In this sense, project external stakeholders, events and processes cannot be regarded as environmental factors [3], [12], [19]. Instead, they are part of an evolving information infrastructure with an installed base of technology and social actors all impacting the way in which projects are played out in practice. In fact, managing risk on an individual project level can lead to diffusing rather than containing risk [33]. In the case of Weilgo, the lack of cross-project risk management shows how decisions made (e.g. technological) in one project can have serious impact on other projects, the termination of the Primus project being a case in point. As it turned out, Weilgo had no risk management tools in place to identify or manage such effects.

Even though most research on IT risk focus on the adverse effects of risks, it is known that risk-taking is one of the competitive advantages of an organization [34]. Innovating necessarily entails a number of more or less unavoidable risks such as losing key personnel [35], financial risks [36], and technological risks [37]. The close link between risk and innovation is well illustrated in the Weilgo case with its forward-looking activities closely related to uncertainty and change. We could therefore observe that in order to realize an innovative potential, risk-taking was an unavoidable necessity.

Drawing on this analysis, the primary way of dealing with risks for Weilgo is by having consultants proactively making processes agile over time. During all three phases in the evolution of the infrastructural services, we saw how Weilgo rather than seeking to reduce risks continuously explored different opportunities and entertained a number of alternative routes of action. Through an active exploration of a range of possible ways forward, the innovation process was kept agile. The evolution towards a portfolio approach enabled agility – as the portfolio presented Weilgo with options to choose between and also sometimes avoid business risks.

This process of enabling agility while also reducing risk is related to the locally oriented and adaptive view of risk and innovation as proposed by Wynne (1996). In this view, the innovator is aware that the existing evolution of a particular venture is but one of many ways in which the process can be developed, and the innovator is therefore always ready to move swiftly in several possible directions. These findings support a human agency view of technology use in an organizational context, specifically supporting Orlikowski’s, [8], [38] argument that technology’s consequences for organizations – such as risks – are enacted in practice rather than merely embedded in risk management models.

The way in which the team identified and managed risks emerging from the evolving IT infrastructure suggests that Weilgo as a service provider organization adopted a focus oriented less toward project oriented planning and more toward cross-functional and cross-project flexibility and learning. At Weilgo, the infrastructure did not facilitate effective learning between projects or functions. In effect, the focus on projects contributed to further increase the uncertainty while inhibiting the flexibility and learning needed to systematically manage the new risks.

We argue that such understanding of the interactions between technology and organization is the foundation for managing information infrastructures. The case illustrates the continuously evolving infrastructural technology and how it evolved over the three phases – along with the events, people and processes that all together constitute a challenge from a risk management perspective. The team’s strategy thus resembles Ciboria’s idea of ‘cultivation’ where information infrastructure is understood as an organic process in which technology is allowed to drift [39]. Indeed, the infrastructure drifted over time, and so did the associated risk management practices, while the formal risk management models remained stable and hence with little consequence.

6. Conclusion

In IT risk management literature the project is the preferred level of analysis, and there is little knowledge on how risks are managed in relation to contemporary infrastructure issues. To this end we have examined how IT professionals identify and manage risks emerging from an evolving IT infrastructure by investigating the enacted risk management practices of an IT service provider team over a period ten years. Our theoretical lens allowed us to in detail examine
how risk management was enacted and related to the increased infrastructural capabilities of the technology. The divergence between the project oriented formal risk management at the IT service provider increased as the team managed risks emerging from the information infrastructure impacting the way in which projects are played out. Risk Management is about uncertainties regarding future events. As the infrastructure evolved, becoming increasingly heterogeneous and complex, new risks emerged. The identification and management of these built on the team’s ability to maintain a cross-project and cross-functional perspective.

Furthermore, as shown in the above, risk and innovation are intimately intertwined; both on an analytical as well as on an empirical level. Through bringing the concepts of risk and innovation together in an exploration of how risks are enacted by Weilgo consultants, we have been able to able to draw tentative conclusions about how different risks are encountered and dealt with on the micro level of innovation. Such a mapping of risk and risk practices may begin to fill an important gap in existing knowledge.
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